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Most important of all, continue to show deep love for each other, for love covers a multitude of 
sins. Cheerfully share your home with those who need a meal or a place to stay. God has given each 

of you a gift from his great variety of spiritual gifts. Use them well to serve one another.   
1 Peter 4:8-10 

 
This upcoming Sunday, I will be presenting a message about hurt, healing, and God’s promises. One 

of the lies of the enemy we will be addressing as part of the message is the lie that we are alone.  

 

I spent much of my twenties feeling alone, even though I was often surrounded by more people than I 

could ever spend time with who all liked me, not to mention jumping from one bad relationship to the 

next. And yet I felt completely alone. I’ve since discovered that loneliness comes not just from being 

alone or even just feeling alone, but feeling not understood, and feeling like no one loves you for who 

you really are, the bad and the good. One of the ways that I believe God can cure our loneliness is by 

us allowing Him to be close to us and truly know us as we are right now. But one of the other ways 

that I believe He can help us with loneliness is by us turning our attention outwards.  

 

We spend so much of our lives focused on ourselves. Our wants, our needs, our desires, our 

fulfillment. But we were placed on this earth in community with other people for a reason. We can be 

the alleviation of loneliness for someone else. In fact, I believe that is what we are mean to be. We 

can be serving other people’s needs, bringing fulfilment and love into other people’s lives, being their 

answer to loneliness and what we will often find is that when we do that, God brings those people and 

others into our lives to know us and be with us as well. I have less people in my life now than at most 

other times in my life than I can think of, and I can honestly say that I don’t feel lonely anymore. When 

you allow God to know you truly and build that trust with Him, it helps you to reach out and love on 

the people around you. It gives you the freedom of trust to pour love on others, even if they can’t 

always return it in healthy ways. And it paves the way for God to bring people into your life to love and 

understand and serve you. Who can you think of who needs what you can offer? Instead of waiting 

for all of your desires to come to you, take the time and the risk and start to serve others. You may 

just find your needs are met while you serve.  

 

God Bless, 

Josh Levenhagen 

 


